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Mining Stocks' Earnings Roster for Jul 31: ARNC, SLCA & More 
Jul 31, 2018 
The mining industry has recovered ground with the improvement in commodity prices, renewing investors’ interest.  
Metals such as iron, aluminum and copper are essential to regular technology and infrastructure. 

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross: New Mexican President Wants To Work Out NAFTA Issues "Quickly" 
Jul 26, 2018 
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross joins FBN's Maria Bartiromo to discuss the Trump administration's preliminary  
agreement with the European Union and efforts to reach a trade deal with Mexico and China. Ross said the  
administration expects to get something worked out on both fronts in the next few months. 

FTSE 100 ends near 6-week high as miners climb on China stimulus plans 
Jul 24, 2018 
A promise of new stimulus by China spurred gains for mining stocks, as China is a major buyer of metals, including being  
the world's biggest consumer of … 

Mind the gap: training mining workers for a digital future 
Jul 24, 2018 
As mining becomes increasingly automated, the skills gap is growing. Rio Tinto has announced a $2m vocational  
education and training (VET) initiative in an effort to address this, ensuring that the next generation of workers is ready  
for mining’s brave new digital world. 

Validea's Top Five Basic Materials Stocks Based On Joseph Piotroski 
Jul 22, 2018 
The following are the top rated Basic Materials stocks according to Validea's Book/Market Investor model based on the  
published strategy of Joseph Piotroski. This value-quant strategy screens for high book-to-market stocks, and then  
separates out financially sound firms by looking at a host of improving financial criteria. 

Chinese demand concerns hit metals and related stocks 
Jul 19, 2018 
 A sell-off that has hammered the price of industrial metals continued yesterday as fears over slowing global growth and  
the trade spat between the US and China rattled commodity markets. 

Why First Majestic Silver's Rally Will End 
Jul 5, 2018 
Judging from First Majestic Silver's (AG) stock price, you'd think that silver (SLV) was having an outstanding year. AG stock  
is up 50% off its lows from earlier in 2018. Actual silver, however, is basically flat, as is gold. 

A.I. is going to play a big role at mining powerhouse BHP 
Jul 4, 2018 
From voice-activated lights to watches that analyze the way we sleep, our lives are becoming increasingly intertwined  
with smart, sophisticated technology. 
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